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Chapter 11. 2D Game Programming

"PICTURE: A representation in two dimensions of something wearisome in three."

—Ambrose Bierce, The Devil's Dictionary
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In Closing

The first generation of video games were all two dimensional. The internal representation of the game world had only two axes at most 
(usually up-down or left-right). Some games, such as Diablo, tried to give the illusion of depth by using isometric perspective, but it was 
all make-believe.

Two-dimensional games are mostly gone from high-end platforms such as PCs and consoles. However, there are many other uses of 
two-dimensional technologies, which still remain today. Handhelds, game-capable telephones, and even interactive television are only 
some of the scenarios where 2D is still the way to go. Moreover, the strict limitations imposed by the 2D programming rules are a good 
exercise for any modern game programmer. Many of the optimizations and techniques found in 2D titles are still used in higher-end 
platforms today.
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On Older Hardware

In the age of 2D games, computers were limited by slow CPUs and small memory sizes. The Sinclair ZX Spectrum, for example, used a 
Zilog Z80 8-bit processor running at 4.77 MHz and included 48KB of RAM. In the console arena, the original Nintendo Entertainment 
System (NES) ran on a 6502 chip. So, game programming was really a case of creating detailed, rich environments on very restrictive 
platforms. As an example, a typical 640x480 image taken from a digital camera is, by today's imaging standards, pretty low resolution.
But stored in 24-bits of color, that image would take approximately 900KB—about 20 times the amount of memory available on a classic
8-bit computer.

In fact, reversing this equation, you would discover that the 48KB available on these little machines can barely hold a 128x128 image 
using 24 bits per pixel for the color. And that's assuming we could use all the memory for the bitmap, forgetting about the operating 
system (OS) and main program code!

The size of the memory is only one of the problems of coding for 8-bit machines. You might assume that those 48KB of RAM would be 
arranged in an intuitive fashion, such as a linear array you could freely allocate. But no, old-school memory mapping was more complex. 
Memory was usually fragmented into sections reserved for specific purposes. Part of the addressing space was taken by the OS, part 
was dedicated to interrupt vectors (which held the machine code for low-level routines such as keypresses and hardware timers), and 
part was dedicated to devices such as the color palette, and so on. Coding for one such platform involved knowing the memory map very 
well, so the programmer understood what could be placed where.

This might sound like history for many programmers, but it is more recent than you think. The IBM PC was coded this way for ages until 
Windows 95 (and hence DirectX) came along. In the following listing, you can see a traditional memory map of a PC-compatible 
machine, with the interrupt vectors (IV), interrupt service routines (ISRs), and frame buffer at address A0000H.

  1 Mb   = 0x10000:0000
1 Mb-1   = 0xFFFF:000F  End System BIOS area
896 Kb     0xE000:0000  Start System BIOS area
896 Kb-1 = 0xDFFF:000F  End Expansion card BIOS area
768 Kb     0xC000:0000  Start Expansion card BIOS area
768 Kb-1 = 0xBFFF:000F  End Video RAM
640 Kb     0xA000:0000  Start Video RAM
640 Kb-1 = 0x9FFF:000F  End DOS RAM
  0 Kb     0x0000:0000  Start DOS RAM

As a final note on memory, it is important to understand that many systems did not have "secondary storage," such as a hard drive 
where you can store data and swap it in at runtime. In a modern game, only the data for the current level is usually held in memory; every 
time a player advances one level, old data is flushed out to leave room for the new data. Many old machines did not have file systems. 
Data and code were interleaved in an integrated whole, and programmers had to be careful that coding mistakes did not access data 
zones. These machines came with a program loader that basically dumped data from physical media (tapes, cartridges, and so on) to 
main memory.

Notable exceptions to this rule were game consoles, which did not need to load memory because the cartridge was the memory, and the 
IBM PC, which had a reasonable file system thanks to DOS.

Today, it is hard to understand what it means to code for some of the older hardware. CPU speed is now measured in gigahertz, but 
some of the older machines barely reached the megahertz scale. However, there is more to programming than raw speed. Do you want 
to code a game like Asteroids, with its simple yet elegant physics and inertia? If you try that as an exercise, you will surely need 
trigonometric functions such as the sine and cosine. They govern the direction (given the yaw angle and the speed) using the popular 
equation:

X=x+speed*cos(yaw)
Z=z+speed*sin(yaw)

Mathematical signs and whichever axis you call X or Z can vary depending on the convention you follow. But the heart of the equation 
should be familiar to you. Now, let's stop and consider that simple but devilish equation. You can see that we need two trigonometric 



evaluations, two multiplies, two additions, and two variable assigns. Simple enough, isn't it? But the situation is far from ideal, especially 
in 8-bit computers. To begin with, imagine that you don't have that fancy floating-point unit that performs sin and cos for you. Getting 
headaches? Well, I can hear the advanced readers telling me to revert to lookup tables instead. But wait, there's more. Imagine that you 
don't have floating-point instructions such as the multiply and the addition. To make matters worse, also imagine that you don't have 
floating-point numbers, but instead have 8-bit integer values only. Does this sound like mission impossible? Well, that's the world game 
programmers lived in for about 15 years, and some of them on simpler platforms still code under these restrictions today.

In this chapter we will first cover the data structures that made these games possible. We will then move on to classic algorithms, and 
wrap up with a summary of popular 2D-age special effects. As a whole, this should provide a good overview of 2D game programming 
algorithms.
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Data Structures for 2D Games

We have seen how hardware was the main limiting factor for game development. Clearly, coding Quake on 48KB sounds like a nice 
challenge. But 2D games use simpler and smaller data structures, and less-involved routines than more advanced 3D titles. We will now 
study these constituent elements of classic 2D games. Defining the structure to three key elements here is essential:

A way to encode the character graphics

A way to encode background images

A way to store the game map

Sprite-Based Characters

Let's take a look back in time to see how characters were represented in the early days of the animation industry. In the days of Walt 
Disney, each frame of each character was painted on cellophane sheets with transparent areas where the character would "see 
through." To produce the illusion of animation, drawings were layered and movement was simulated by swapping the frames from each 
animation. This technique became known as cel animation, from the cellophane sheets used in it.

Analogous to cellophane sheets, 2D games store each character in a rectangular, bitmapped graphic, so it can be drawn quickly 
onscreen. Additional information allows the game code to detect transparent areas, so our characters blend seamlessly with the 
backgrounds. Then, specific hardware and software is used to render these layers to the screen. Each of these bitmaps (with its 
associated transparency information) is called a sprite. The name comes from the early days of 2D games. Because most games 
involved ghosts, sprites, and knights, graphics adopted the name.

Sprites can be stored in a variety of ways depending on the hardware. A cell phone can have a black-and-white, 200x150 pixel display, 
whereas some newer sprite games on the PC can run at 800x600, 24-bit color with alpha effects. Again, memory and CPU performance 
are the limiting factors. The former would occupy 30,000 bits (black and white requires one bit per pixel only), which is about 4KB. The 
latter option would be in excess of 1MB. Next, I will explore some formats that have been popular through the years.

A first format stores the sprites in black and white (or any two given colors), and restricts sprite sizes to multiples of eight. Some cell 
phones, as well as 8-bit machines like the Spectrum, support this format. It is very convenient because each pixel in the sprite can be 
stored in one bit, and keeping sizes in multiples of eight makes the sprites easier to store in bytes. The Spectrum, for example, used 8x8, 
two-color sprites. The foreground and background colors are selected from a 16-color palette, so each of them requires 4 bits, for an 
extra byte total. Overall, this format uses 9 bytes per sprite only. Because the frame buffer is 256x176 pixels, or 32x23 sprites, the whole 
frame buffer occupies approximately 6KB (if the sprites are "flattened out" so we have a picture of the screen). For increased efficiency, 
many 8-bit machines do not have a frame buffer, but can work with a tile table and a buffer holding only sprite identifiers. This is the case 
with the NES (more on its architecture can be found in Chapter 1, "Chronology of Game Programming"). Assuming the same resolution 
as a Spectrum and one byte for each sprite, this representation system only requires 736 bytes (plus the sprite memory). Whichever 
method you choose, the low memory footprint comes at a cost. Each 8x8 square can only hold two colors, significantly degrading the 
visual richness.

A more involved option can be used if you are working on a display adapter that supports a palette of 16 colors, directly mappable to
each pixel (so you can display more than two colors per sprite). Under these circumstances, each pixel can be coded to 4 bits, and every
two pixels take one byte. Thus, in this case, the restriction is that sprite size needs to be a power of 2 (8, 16, 32, 64…). An 8x8 sprite will 
then require as much as 32 bytes. Again, a 256x176 display would take up 23KB, around four times more space than the preceding 
case. But we can represent much richer scenes.

Building on this last approach, we can encode sprites supporting up to 256 colors per pixel. These colors usually come from a fixed 



palette or a palette freely defined by the user. This is the case with the popular 320x200 PC format, where each palette entry can 
encode a 24-bit RGB triplet. Given these restrictions, our 8x8 sprite takes exactly 64 bytes, a display with the resolution of a Spectrum 
display would take 46KB, and a PC frame buffer running at 320x200 takes exactly 64,000 bytes. Add the space needed for the palette 
table (256 colors of 24 bits each, 768 bytes total), and the whole will fit perfectly in the 64KB found in one memory segment of our 
beloved PCs.

Moving up in the color scale we can encode high-color sprites (16 bits per pixel). Here, two options are available. First, you can choose 
to encode using 5-5-5-1 (five bytes for red, green, and blue, plus one for alpha). Second, you can encode using 6-5-5 and encode the 
transparency color as one of the color combinations that you are not really using, as in a chroma key approach.

In an ideal world, you could use true-color sprites, either in 24 or 32 bits if you want to work with alpha blending. Quite likely, 8 bits for 
alpha will be way too much, but this has the advantage that each pixel can be transferred in one double word (32 bits), which is 
convenient. However, by the time you begin working with true-color sprites, your hardware platform will most likely support 3D graphics. 
So that's the reason why 2D games using true color are much less popular than their 8-bit counterparts.

Now, we need to talk about transparency. Our sprites need to blend seamlessly with the background, so we need a way to encode the 
parts of the sprite that should leave the background unaffected. Several approaches have been used to achieve this effect.

One popular alternative is to use a separate 1-bit mask to encode transparent zones. This mask is used in the transfer process to ensure 
the blend is performed properly. In Figure 11.1, the mask is multiplied by the background, leaving in black the area that will later be 
occupied by the sprite. Then, by adding the sprite to the background directly, the blending is achieved.

Figure 11.1. Mask and sprite.

This approach is simple to code, but the mask takes a significant amount of memory, especially in animated sprites. For a 32x32, 
256-color sprite (which itself takes 1KB), we would need 128 extra bytes for the mask. There is an alternative to this technique: reserving 
one color entry in our palette as the "transparent" color and storing only those pixels that encode nontransparent colors. In a 256-color 
palette, the loss of one color would be reasonable. But on a lower-color platform, such as a 16-color palette, losing one color for the sake 
of transparency might be unacceptable; thus, the masking approach would be preferred.

To produce the illusion of animation, sprites need to be layered on the screen quickly. At least 25 screen updates per second are 
required, but numbers in excess of 50 are not uncommon. This operation of layering sprites onscreen is called blitting. The name comes 
from the word "blit," which is a contraction of "block image transfer." Some platforms, such as early game consoles, employed specific 
hardware to perform these blits. Blitting engines were usually modified memory copy routines, because 2D screens are usually mapped 
into linear memory arrays.
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Mapping Matrices

Many 2D games were able to present large, varied game worlds on very limited machines. The trick was to use compression techniques 
to make data fit on the very small memory chips. As an example, let's analyze how much memory a top-down game such as The 

Legend of Zelda required. To support the argument, I'll assume the game level occupies 5x5 television screens across, and that every 
screen is 256x200 pixels, palletized to 16 colors. If you do the math, you'll discover that a bitmap with those dimensions would take up 
1.25MB of space, clearly more than a Nintendo console had at that time. There must be a trick somewhere, and that trick is called 
mapping.

Mapping is a compression technique that will allow us to create good-looking game worlds at a fraction of the memory footprint. We will 
lose some visual variety in the process, but our dream game will fit on our target platform. Mapping is an extremely popular technique. It 
was used in thousands of games for classic consoles and arcades, and is still used today, even in some 3D games. The key idea is to 
divide our game world into a set of tiles or basic primitives. Each tile will represent a rectangular pattern, which we will combine with 
other tiles to represent the level. So, if our game world must represent grass, stone, snow, and sand, we will use four tiles, and then map 
them as if we were putting tiles on the floor.

The compression comes from the fact that, if we repeat the same pattern frequently, we will only have it once in memory. To prove this, 
let's assume we represent our initial game with a tile set. We will use 256 different tiles (more than enough to provide richness to the 
game world). Each tile will be 8x8 pixels.

So, each tile occupies

8x8 = 64 = 32 bytes (we are using 16 colors only)

The whole tile set will require

32x256 = 8KB

We will call this structure the tile table (more on tile tables in the next section). We will then need a second data structure, called the 
mapping matrix. This structure stores the layout information: how the tiles should be arranged in game level. From the sprite size, we 
know the size of our mapping matrix will be

256x5/8=160
200x5/8=125

Because each entry will be a byte-sized value so we can index the 256 possible tiles, the whole table will require

160x125 = 20000 bytes

So, our compressed map will take up around 19.5KB, with 8 extra kilobytes dedicated to the tile list. On the whole, that is 27.5KB, down 
from 1.25MB. That means dividing by a factor of 50 approximately. Clearly, there is a big gain to mapping, and that's the reason 
mapping was extremely popular in the '80s. Games such as Mario Bros, Zelda, 1942, and many others use variants of the mapped 
scheme.

Tile Tables

We have seen how to encode character graphics. We have also explored how to store a game map based on a mapping matrix. It is 
time to talk about the background graphics or tiles. Thus, the data structure we will now cover is the tile table (TT). Put simply, it is a list 
of background images that can be tiled and combined using a mapping matrix to create a complete game map. Some platforms, such as 
the NES, had this structure defined in the hardware's specifications. Others, like PCs, allowed the developer to specify its own. Whatever 
the case, the TT is used to store unique tiles that will later be mapped to the screen. There are a number of decisions involved in creating 
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an efficient TT.

Format of the Tiles

First and foremost, we need to know the format of the tiles we will be storing. This is a really important choice, because different formats 
dramatically affect the table's size. Traditionally, tile sizes used to be powers of 2, as this allowed some optimization in the blitting 
routines used to transfer them to the screen. Instead of transferring bytes, we can use words or even 32-bit values for increased 
efficiency.

We also need to decide whether all tiles will be the same size or if they will differ. Classic games used equal-sized tiles for easier screen 
rendering. But if we consider a real-time strategy game that uses an isometric view where buildings are all different sizes, wouldn't it be 
wiser to allow for different tile sizes?

In addition, we must decide the color format of the tiles. In the old days, tiles were palletized, so each pixel was encoded in one byte that 
indexed the color palette. However, more recent games have used high-color modes (16 bits encoding RGB in 6-5-5) or even true color 
(24 bits encoding RGB as 8-8-8). Clearly, the more colors the better. But keep in mind that more colors means more memory, more bus 
usage, and thus less performance.

However, there is an equation that will give us the memory size of a single tile, as a function of several parameters. Keep this in mind 
when designing your game so your graphics fit in memory:

Number of Tiles

The number of tiles held in the TT will be as important as their format. On one hand, more tiles means nicer graphics. On the other hand, 
memory use will increase dramatically in more ways than you think.

Imagine that our game needs to hold 256 different tiles. The TT will encode them in positions 0 to 255. Thus, each position in the 
mapping matrix will need to index that table using an unsigned, 8-bit number. However, imagine that our artist raises the bar to 300 tiles. 
The TT will grow accordingly, but the mapping matrix will also undergo some changes. We cannot encode 300 values in a byte. We have 
two options:

Use 9 bits, which allow 512 values, but require some rather obfuscated code to access.

Use a 16-bit value, which will take up double the memory but give us simple access.

An alternative to allow this in platforms that have some sort of file system is to ensure that only 256 tiles are used per level, so each level 
has a different TT. This way we can preserve the variety without the memory hit. But some platforms require the full program (including 
data) to be in main memory at the same time, so there is no way to select the TT.
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2D Game Algorithms

We have reviewed the constituent elements of traditional 2D games. We will now move on to specific game techniques, reviewing the 
algorithms behind popular classics such as Zelda and Mario Bros. All the algorithms use the same data structures we discussed 
previously: tile tables, sprites, and mapping matrices.

Screen-Based Games

The simplest mapped game is the screen-based game, in which the player confronts a series of screens. When he exits one screen 
through its edge, the graphics are substituted by those in the next screen, and so forth. There is no continuity or transition between 
screens. The classic Boulder Dash would be a good example of this technique.

In these games, each screen is represented using a different mapping matrix, which represents the screen layout of the different 
elements. So, for a 320x240 screen using 32x32 tiles, we would store the screen in a 10x8 matrix of bytes. Notice that 240 does not allow 
for an exact number of tiles to be rendered vertically onscreen (we can fit 7.5 tiles). So, we take the integer excess to ensure the whole 
screen is mapped.

Then, the rendering routine is very straightforward. Its code would look something like this:

#define tile_wide 32
#define tile_high 32
#define screen_wide 320
#define screen_high 240

int xtiles=screen_wide/tile_wide;
int ytiles=screen_high/tile_high;

for (yi=0;yi<ytiles;yi++)
      {
      for (xi=0;xi<xtiles;xi++)
            {
            int screex=xi*tile_wide;
            int screey=yi*tile_high;
            int tileid=mapping_matrix [yi][xi];
            blit(tile_table[tileid],screenx,screeny);
            }
      }

An interesting variant of the preceding code generalizes the mapping matrix to a 3D matrix indexed by room identifier, x value and y value. 
This way a single data structure can hold the whole game map. To use this approach, we would need a line such as this in our code:

int tileid=mapping_matrix [roomid][yi][xi];

Two- and Four-Way Scrollers

.



Screen-based games divide the gameplay into chunks that must be dealt with individually. That makes rendering easier, at the cost of 
breaking the entertainment each time screens are changed. It would be much better, in terms of gameplay, if the action was a continuum, 
with no screen swapping at all. This is the goal of scrolling games: to create a larger-than-screen gameworld that we can continually 
explore from a sliding camera. Classics like 1942 (2-way top-down scrolling), Super Mario Bros (2-way side-scrolling), and Zelda (4-way 
top-down scrolling) are all part of this large family. Games such as Diablo or the Commodore classic Head over Heels used isometric 
perspectives, but the approach is virtually the same.

Scrolling games are a bit more complex than screen-based games. The game world is larger than the player's screen, so we need to 
process only those areas that are visible to the player. Besides, the screen mapping of a scrolling world depends on the player's position, 
making our code significantly harder.

The initial problem we will be dealing with will be selecting the "window" or portion of the game world that will be visible. For consistency, I 
will use the same constants we used in the preceding section:

#define tile_wide 32
#define tile_high 32
#define screen_wide 320
#define screen_high 240

Clearly, the number of onscreen tiles is

int xtiles=(screen_wide/tile_wide)+1;
int ytiles=(screen_high/tile_high)+1;

Notice how we added one in each direction to account for the last tile showing, which will probably be cut.

Then, we need to know which cell in the mapping matrix the player is standing on. This way, assuming the player is in the middle of the 
screen, we can deduct the window coordinates. Specifically, assuming the player is at

Int playerx;
int playery;

his cell position will be

tileplayerx= Playerx/tile_wide
tileplayery= Playery/tile_high

And we must paint the following tile intervals:

X: ( tileplayerx – xtiles/2 .... tileplayerx + xtiles/2)
Y: ( tileplayery – ytiles/2 .... tileplayery + ytiles/2)

Now we know which tiles in the mapping matrix are visible and should be painted. We must now calculate where in screen space those 
tiles should be painted. Again, this is relatively straightforward. In a screen-based game, we would project at

int screenx=xi*tile_wide;
int screeny=yi*tile_high;

which means we are painting the screen as if it was a checkerboard. Now, the checkerboard is larger than the screen, and it slides 
according to the player's position. Thus, the new transform will be

int screenx=xi*tile_wide - playerx;
int screeny=yi*tile_high - playery;

There is a caveat to this though. If we implement the previous transform "as is," we are translating by the player's position, which would 
mean the player is located in the coordinates 0,0 in screen space. This is not usually the case, as players in scrollers are usually placed in 
the center of the screen. Clearly, the player's coordinates are

Screenplayerx=screenx/2
Screenplayery=screeny/2

So, the final, correct world-to-screen transform must be

int screenx=xi*tile_wide – playerx-screenplayerx;



int screeny=yi*tile_high – playery-screenplayery;

And the complete rendering loop must be

#define tile_wide 32
#define tile_high 32
#define screen_wide 320
#define screen_high 240

int beginx= tileplayerx – xtiles/2;
int beginy= tileplayery – ytiles/2;
int endx= tileplayerx + xtiles/2;
int endy= tileplayery + ytiles/2;

tileplayerx= Playerx/tile_wide
tileplayery= Playery/tile_high

int xtiles=screen_wide/tile_wide;
int ytiles=screen_high/tile_high;

for (yi=beginy;yi<endy;yi++)
     {
     for (xi=beginx;xi<endx;xi++)
               {
               int screenx=xi*tile_wide – playerx-screenplayerx;
               int screeny=yi*tile_high – playery-screenplayery;
               int tileid=mapping_matrix [yi][xi];
               blit(tile_table[tileid],screenx,screeny);
               }
     }

Notice how I was careful not to impose any restriction on which axis does the scrolling effect. Thus, the preceding code will handle both 2- 
and 4-way scrollers equally well. If you want to do 2-way only scrolling, you will need to deactivate the superfluous code from the general 
case explained earlier.

Multilayered Engines

Basic scrollers have been very successful through the years. So successful that a number of variants have been developed for specific 
scenarios to overcome restrictions imposed by the basic code. We will now see some of them, starting with multilayered engines.

Imagine that we are doing a top-down game that takes place outdoors, in forests and fields. Our art team has created a number of ground 
tiles to provide variation. The team has also created some great looking trees; so overall, the scenario looks natural and nonrepetitive. 
Clearly, if all the trees can be painted on all the terrains, we will need a large number of combinatory tiles in order to reach the desired 
variety. For five terrain types and 10 trees, we will be occupying 50 tiles in our precious, limited memory.

This is one of the use cases for multilayered engines, which allow us to encode the mapping in layers of tiles, so we can combine different 
tiles (such as terrain and trees from the previous paragraph) at a lesser cost. This is a popular method, which can be used if

We need to combine tiles.

We need to move objects over the background.

We want to give the illusion of depth.

Multilayered engines use several mapping matrices to encode the game map. One matrix represents the background, another matrix the 
trees, and so on. Then, matrices are painted in a parallel fashion, such as:

for (yi=beginy;yi<endy;yi++)



        {
        for (xi=beginx;xi<endx;xi++)
                {
                int screenx=xi*tile_wide – playerx-screenplayerx;
                int screeny=yi*tile_high – playery-screenplayery;
                for (layeri=0;layeri<numlayers;layeri++)
                        {
                        int tileid=mapping_matrix [layeri][yi][xi];
                        blit(tile_table[tileid],screenx,screeny);
                }
        }

Notice how I assumed that layers are ordered back-to-front in ascending order: 0 is the background, and larger numbers are closer to the 
viewer.

Also notice in the preceding code that although the first layer (numbered 0) will usually completely cover the screen, those layers in the 
foreground will mostly be empty. In other words, there will only be a few trees or clouds. So, front layers will need some optimization to 
ensure we can handle empty tiles efficiently.

The best way to achieve this is to reserve one tile (usually, the first one) as the "empty space" indicator. So, the preceding code can easily 
be changed into the following code, which will handle empty space, ensuring that we don't waste time painting empty tiles:

for (yi=beginy;yi<endy;yi++)
      {
      for (xi=beginx;xi<endx;xi++)
               {
               int screenx=xi*tile_wide – playerx-screenplayerx;
               int screeny=yi*tile_high – playery-screenplayery;
               for (layeri=0;layeri<numlayers;layeri++)
                        {
                        int tileid=mapping_matrix [layeri][yi][xi];
                        if (tileid>0) blit(tile_table[tileid],screenx,screeny);
               }
      }

Parallax Scrollers

We have seen how multilayered engines can reduce our memory footprint in some scenarios, but this is only one of their properties. With 
some extra code, we can convert our plain scroller to a semi-3D approach, which adds a sense of depth and perspective at no extra cost. 
This is what parallax scrollers are all about.

Parallax is the optical phenomenon described as the apparent displacement of a distant object (with respect to a more distant background) 
when viewed from two different positions. In other words, if you are driving a car on a highway and you see a fence along the side with 
mountains on the horizon, the fence seems to move much faster than the mountains. This is due to the fact that perceived object size 
decreases with the distance to the viewer squared. Thus, apparent movement speeds from distant (but large) objects are smaller than 
speeds from foreground objects.

Now, imagine that each layer in our tile engine represents one of x possible depth values: Layer 0 will represent the mountains, layer 1 the 
fence, and layer 2 the foreground. If we move the different layers at decreasing speeds (depending on their depth), we could somehow 
fool the eye and achieve a sense of depth similar to that found in 3D viewing. This technique is what we usually refer to as parallax 
scrolling: storing depth-layered tiles and moving them at different speeds to convey a sense of depth.

For easier coding, layer 0 is usually the farthest one, so we can paint back-to-front, increasing the movement speed. Then, we only have 
to move each layer at a different speed so the parallax effect becomes visible. Because we are really not moving the background but 
instead are moving the player in front of it, one of the easiest ways to code this is by storing several player positions, depending on the 
layer. The position from layer 0 (mountains) will advance at a set speed, the position from the next layer (fence) will advance faster, and so 
on. In practical terms, this will make the layers move at different speeds on the screen, and thus create the illusion of depth. Here is a 
parallax loop in full:



if (pressed the right cursor)
     for (layeri=0;layeri<numlayers;layeri++) playerx+=1*(layeri+1);

for (layeri=0;layeri<numlayers;layeri++)
      {
      for (yi=beginy;yi<endy;yi++)
           {
           for (xi=beginx;xi<endx;xi++)
                 {
                 int screenx=xi*tile_wide – playerx[layeri]-screenplayerx;
                 int screeny=yi*tile_high – playery[layeri]-screenplayery;
                 int tileid=mapping_matrix [layeri][yi][xi];
                 if (tileid>0) blit(tile_table[tileid],screenx,screeny);
            }
      }

Notice that, as parallax scrollers slide layers on top of others, we choose to make the outer loop cycle through each layer. This way we 
render the entire first layer before moving on to the next one, making sure order is preserved.

Isometric Engines

Parallax scrollers attempted to convey the illusion of a third dimension by simulating depth. But there is another way to simulate a 3D 
scenario. It was discovered by architects and industrial designers centuries ago. Using isometric perspective, we can create a convincing 
3D effect on a 2D piece of paper, or if we want, in a computer game. The technique was extremely popular in the 1980s, with games such 
as Knight Lore and Head over Heels leading the way. It is still in use today, and games such as Diablo and many real-time strategy titles are 
living proof.

Isometric perspective consists of representing an object or game level sideways and from a raised viewpoint, as if it was rotated 45°. It is a
parallel perspective, meaning that lines do not converge as in conic perspective projection. Thus, isometric perspective does not suffer 
from distortion and keeps the object's real proportions and relationships.

Isometric games are coded in a very similar way to regular games. They still use a mapping matrix, a Style Table, and so on. The only 
changes are that tiles are defined as rhomboids not rectangles, and the screen projection routine is somewhat more complex.

To begin with, tiles for an isometric title are rhomboids, leaving the outer area blank for easy tiling with neighboring tiles. Thus, rendering 
these tiles requires keeping a transparency mask active at all times. Another characteristic is that these tiles tend to be wider than they are 
high. The reason for this is that isometric perspective only looks convincing when the viewer is not very high above the ground. Thus, a 
regular square tile will be converted to a rhomboid with 3x1/6x1 width-height aspect ratio. Several examples using different width-height 
ratios are shown in Figure 11.2.

Figure 11.2. Isometric tile examples.

.



Isometric tile rendering must be performed with a different projection routine. We project diagonally on the screen, along the two mapping 
matrix axes. Here is the source code for the full rendering loop:

int i,j;
for (i=LIM;i>-LIM;i--)
      {
      for (j=-LIM;j<LIM;j++)
            {
            int sx=MAXSCREENX/2+(i*TILEWIDE/2)+(j*TILEWIDE/2)-(TILEWIDE/2);
            int sy=MAXSCREENY/2-(i*TILEHIGH/2)+(j*TILEHIGH/2)-(TILEHIGH/2);
            sx=sx-lx+ly;
            sy=sy+(lx/3)+(ly/3);

            int orgx=0;
            int orgy=TILEHIGH*(world[px+i][py+j]);
            int tx1=orgx;
            int tx2=orgx+TILEWIDE;
            int ty1=orgy;
            int ty2=orgy+TILEHIGH;

            if ((sx<MAXSCREENX) && (sy<MAXSCREENY) &&
                 (sx+TILEWIDE>0) && (sy+TILEHIGH>0))
                        {
            tiles.render(tx1,ty1,tx2,ty2,sx,sy);
                        }

To begin with, we loop from –LIM (a fixed constant) to LIM, so we make sure enough tiles are actually painted to cover the screen. The 
specific value for LIM will depend on the tile size and screen resolution. In this case, we are working at 640x480, and tiles are 150 pixels
wide and 50 pixels high. Thus, we need to loop from –7 to 7 to ensure full screen coverage.

Then, sx and sy are assigned the screen coordinate for the tile being rendered. The equation is simpler than it looks. Let's look at sx first. An 
increase in the iterator i (used to iterate in X sense of the mapping matrix) causes the next tile to shift TILEWIDE/2 pixels. Tiles are 
overlapped, and we need to displace by half of the tile width for each X increment. Variations in j (used to loop in Y) produce the same 
effect. Then, the other two parameters are used to recenter the matrix to the middle of the screen. Now, let's look at sy. A change in X
(which is controlled by the iterator i) reduces the Y value by a factor of TILEHIGH/2. Think about it: As the matrix is painted sideways, 
advancing in positive Y places tiles closer to the top of the screen, thus decreasing their Y value. What happens if we increase the Y (by 
changing the j iterator)? We will then be placing the tile closer to the bottom of the screen, thus adding TILEHIGH/2 for each iteration in j. 
For additional clarification, see Figure 11.3.

Figure 11.3. Isometric.
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Page-Swap Scrollers

Another variant of the classic scrolling algorithm can be used in those games where we want to offer a scrolling playing field without being 
restricted to a closed set of tiles. Imagine a level that offers the gameplay smoothness of a scroller, but where every single piece of art is 
indeed unique. Games such as Baldur's Gate or the Monkey Island saga come to mind as classic examples of page-swap scrolling.

The starting point is to work on the level map as a single image, and then divide it into sectors, much like checkers on a checkerboard. 
Then, we use the player's position to determine which sectors should be loaded into main memory. The rest are stored on secondary 
media (hard drive, CD, etc.), but will be swapped into main memory as needed. It is all a matter of ensuring that our disk bandwidth is 
good enough so that the player does not notice the loading going on in the background. The smaller the rectangle, the less noticeable it 
will be. The mapper thus resembles a cache memory: keeping frequently used data within fast reach and swapping it to ensure that we 
always maintain optimal performance.

There is a specific data structure that can be very helpful when coding this kind of game. It allows us to represent the visible data window 
and thus pan through a large game map comfortably. The structure is a 2D array, where each node represents one tile of the larger map. 
The array has a size we will have specified, depending on the preceding parameters, as well as memory constraints. Here is the sample 
source code:

class tile *tileptr;

class pagescroller
      {
      tileptr **matrix;
      int sizex,sizey;
      int cornerx,cornery;
};

Notice that we store the matrix itself but also need two attributes that help us map the window to the game world. cornerx and cornery tell 
us where the upper-left corner of the matrix should be placed in the whole map.

Also notice that the double pointer is just used to declare a dynamic-size 2D matrix of pointers to sectors. We use pointers so we can shift 
the whole matrix just by doing some pointer assigns, not really copying data, which would be too slow. For example, here is the routine 
used to shift the whole matrix as we advance to higher X values:

for (int iy=0;iy<sizey-1;iy++)
      {
      aux=matrix[iy][0];  // the first element is really thrown away
for (int ix=0;ix<sizex-1;ix++)
      {
            matrix[iy][ix]=matrix[iy][ix+1];
            }
      matrix[iy][sizex-1]=aux;
      Fill matrix[iy][sizex-1] with new data from the sector appearing in high X
      }

It is good to note how we wrap the deleted column around so it appears on the opposite end and is reassigned the newly loaded data. This 
way we avoid having to call delete and new, which is always costly.

Some techniques that can improve the performance of these scrollers have to do with the format of the graphics also. If your game runs at 
a very high resolution, the screen updates will need to take place more frequently, because the user will pan through a bigger data set. 
Similarly, using more colors can reduce performance. Files will become larger and loading times will increase. The last factor we need to 



keep in mind is the velocity of the player. Clearly, a walking character will traverse the game world at a slower pace than a jet fighter, 
simplifying the loading routines. Fast players in page-swap scrollers require lots of reloading.
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Special Effects

In the early years of 2D gaming, titles were simple sprite renderers with little or no visual enhancements. These were the years of very 
restrictive hardware, where every call to PutPixel was counted in clock cycles. As years passed and hardware evolved, programmers 
began implementing special effects (sometimes referred to as eye candy), so games looked better than the competition. In this section, I 
will provide a list of common effects that have become classic through the years. They are all very easy to code and will greatly enhance 
any 2D game.

Palette Effects

Most graphics displays from the old days were palletized, offering between 16 and 256 colors. Those systems didn't have very good 
access time to the frame buffer (or did not have a frame buffer), so sometimes effects had to be coded without directly accessing the 
screen memory. The most popular of those effects were implemented by manipulating, not the screen itself, but the hardware color 
palette that controlled how colors were displayed onscreen. A palette was usually composed of 256 entries; each consisting of three 
bytes (red, green, and blue). So altering the palette was much faster than having to write to the frame buffer.

A good example of this family of effects can be found in the popular fade-in and fade-out routines present in many games. To ease the 
transitions, these games progressively illuminated (or switched off) the screen, so colors appeared smoothly. This would be a really 
simple effect in a true-color game. Take a look at the following fade-out routine, which works on a fictitious true-color screen. Each pixel 
represents an RGB triplet in byte format, thus representing the full 24-bit spectrum:

for (ix=0;ix<SCREENX;ix++)
      {
      for (iy=0;iy<SCREENX;iy++)
            {
            color col=screenarray[ix][iy];
            if (col.r>0) col.r--;
            if (col.g>0) col.g--;
            if (col.b>0) col.b--;
            screenarray[ix][iy]=col;
            }
      }

Notice that this loop is computationally expensive. It depends on the screen resolution; and even on a low-resolution setting like 320x200 
pixels, it would take 64,000 loop iterations to achieve the effect. Now, assume the screen is palletized, and each pixel is represented by 
a single byte that points to a hardware palette. Again, the palette will be composed of RGB byte triplets. Then, we could save some 
precious clock cycles by using an alternative loop such as this one:

for (ip=0;ip<NUMCOLORS;ip++)
      {
      color col=palette[ip];
      if (col.r>0) col.r--;
      if (col.g>0) col.g--;
      if (col.b>0) col.b--;
      palette[ip]=col;
      }

This loop is much faster and does not depend on the screen resolution. Because the palette is implemented in hardware, changing it will 
immediately affect all the pixels on screen regardless of how many pixels are affected. Here is the full source code of a fade-out routine 
written in C++, using the PC-VGA graphics architecture as a starting point:

void GetPaletteEntry(unsigned char id, unsigned char &r, unsigned char &g, unsigned char 
&b)



{
outp(0x03C7,id);
r=inp(0x03C9);
g=inp(0x03C9);
b=inp(0x03C9);
}

void SetPaletteEntry(unsigned char id, unsigned char r, unsigned char g, unsigned char b)
{
outp(0x03C8,id);
inp(0x03C9,r);
inp(0x03C9,g);
inp(0x03C9,b);
}

void FadeOut()
{
unsigned char r,g,b;

for (int isteps=0;isteps<64;isteps++)
      {
      WaitVSync();
      for (int ipal=0;ipal<256;ipal++)
            {
            GetPaletteEntry(ipal,r,g,b);
            if (r>0) r--;
            if (g>0) g--;
            if (b>0) b--;
            SetPaletteEntry(ipal,r,g,b);
            }
      }
}

Notice how the VGA frame buffer was accessed by reading and writing to specific ports. Port 0x3C7 was used to request a palette read, 
and port 0x3C8 was used for palette writes. These routines, which I have presented here in C++, were usually hard-coded in assembly 
language for improved performance. In addition, I call the routine WaitVSync to make sure we change palette colors only when the 
screen is not being accessed by the electron beam. Failing to do so would result in flicker. Finally, the outer loop runs for 64 iterations 
because 64 was the maximum value of R, G, and B values in the VGA palette.

A fade-in routine could be implemented in a similar way. We only need a persistent palette in main memory, and the routine will 
increment the hardware palette progressively until it matches the persistent version. Here is the full source code:

void FadeIn()
{
unsigned char r,g,b;

for (int isteps=0;isteps<64;isteps++)
      {
      WaitVSync();
      for (int ipal=0;ipal<256;ipal++)
            {
            GetPaletteEntry(ipal,r,g,b);
            if (r<palette[ipal].r) r++;
            if (g<palette[ipal].g) g++;
            if (b<palette[ipal].b) b++;
            SetPaletteEntry(ipal,r,g,b);
            }
      }
}

We have seen how some clever palette handling can implement fade-ins and fade-outs. But there is much more we can achieve using 



palettes. Now, I will focus on one of the most popular effects used in countless games, technology demos, and so on in the 1980s. The 
effect is generally called a palette rotation and can be used in many scenarios, from drawing flowing water to creating animated 
textures.

The trick is to realize that, if we change some palette entries, we can produce color changes in sprites that look like real animation. I will 
begin with a simple palette effect and afterward show a general-case palette rotation trick. Imagine that we want to produce a 
semaphore with a red and green light. In order to render the right color, depending on the state of the semaphore, we could simply paint 
a colored sprite on top of the semaphore graphic, which represents either a green walking character or a red stop sign. But we can 
achieve the same effect with only one sprite and some clever palette tricks. To better understand this technique, take a look at Figure 
11.4. Here, we reserve four palette entries for the semaphore sprite. The first color (labeled 1) will be used for the semaphore and will be 
a yellow hue. The second (2) will be the background color for the semaphore, generally black. The third color will be used to render the 
green walking character, and the fourth color will be used for the red stop sign. Instead of repainting the screen with sprites, we only 
paint the semaphore once, and then manipulate palette entries 3 and 4 to modify the semaphore. To make the semaphore appear in the 
green state, we put green as the third palette color and leave the fourth color black. Inversely, turning the traffic light red only requires 
putting red as the fourth color, leaving the third one black.

Figure 11.4. Traffic light.

We have saved precious clock cycles, because we only need to render the semaphore light. But there is a downside to all this. We are 
manipulating palette entries 3 and 4, which will need to be reserved for this traffic light. If we have two semaphores, we will need more 
palette entries, or the semaphores will be in sync because they will share the palette.

Now, let's extend this core idea to a more complex situation. Let's imagine that we want to paint a river with animated water. I am not 
thinking about real-time, reflective water. All we need is some animated water such as the kind found in many 8-bit games. We will use 
the same technique as we did for the semaphore, but extend it a bit. For example, let's reserve six palette entries, which we will use to 
store different hues of water color. Initially, the entry labeled 1 will contain very deep blue, and entry number 6 will hold a light blue color. 
Then, if we rotate the colors in these six palette entries, all sprites using those colors will keep on changing. If we draw them carefully, 
water animation will seem to appear. It is all a matter of artistic talent: being able to imagine how a sprite will evolve as we rotate its 
colors. In Figure 11.5, you can see a larger-than-life version of the sprite I will be using. You can also see a waterfall as rendered using 
this technique. Although these effects look simplistic in today's cutting edge graphics cards, some of these concepts might prove useful 
even today, because they provide a simple, cheap way of cheating the eye and conveying a sense of motion.



Figure 11.5. Water sprite.

Palette rotation tricks were used for water, lava, fire, neon glows, and countless other tricks. Once you master the core technique, it is 
really easy to adapt it to many situations. Surely, the next time you play an old-school game you will discover many of its 
incarnations.

Stippling Effects

Another interesting technique you can use in 2D games is stippling. A stipple is just a simple patterned texture that combines one color 
(generally black or grey) with the transparency index. This way, rendering a stipple on top of another sprite covers it in part, creating a 
rather convincing illusion of shadow. All you have to do is

Render the background1.

Using the transparency index, render the stipple2.

Render the character3.

If you follow these simple steps, the shadow of the character will effectively look as if it is blended with the background: Some areas will 
look darker than others, and so on. Stippling looks especially good in high resolutions. The pattern is almost indistinguishable, and the 
blending becomes smoother.

There are many other uses for stippling. For example, you can implement varying-density fog by using several stippling patterns (with 
different densities). To achieve this, you will need to reverse the rendering order, so you actually do the following:

Render the background.1.

Render the character.2.

Using the transparency index, render the stipple.3.

This way the character will also be immersed in the fog.

Another interesting use of stippling is to illuminate parts of the scene, for example, the trail of an explosion or a torch in the ground. Here, 
the stippling pattern must be colored as the light source (yellow, orange). By painting the stipple, the background will seem to illuminate, 
with more light at the center of the stippling pattern.



In addition, stippling has been broadly used in fog-of-war techniques. These techniques are used in real-time strategy games, where
only the part of the map where the player has actually explored is shown, and the rest is covered in fog—the closer the area, the less
dense the fog. Stippling patterns have been used in games such as Warcraft and Age of Empires for the PC to implement fog-of-war. As 
a summary, you can see a variety of stippling effects in Figure 11.6.

Figure 11.6. Stipples.

Glenzing

Stippling is nothing but a poor man's transparency. But we can do more to simulate transparency effects, whether it's a shadow, light, or 
fog-of-war. The technique we will be using is called glenzing, and it allows us to really mix colors as if we were painting a partially 
transparent object. In the end, it all boils down to some palette handling tricks, but the results will be quite convincing, usually better than 
those achieved by simple stippling.

Basically, glenzing converts a color interpolation, such as the ones required to compute semitransparent objects, into a palette value 
interpolation. If you wanted to paint a semitransparent object on top of another, opaque object, you would mix both objects' colors 
according to an opacity index. The resulting color would be

Color=Color_transparent*opacity + Color_opaque*(1-opacity)

Now, we simply cannot do that in a palletized world. But we can do something similar. Imagine that we lay out our palette so that for each 
semitransparent object, we have some extra palette positions that are reserved for transparency effects. If the transparent object is blue, 
and the background is red, we will make sure we have a position with some sort of magenta to be used when both objects collide.

Several glenzing methods exist. The most popular substitutes the sprite or triangle-rendering core with one that looks up the current 
frame buffer value and increments it by the new fragment's palette value. The code would be

set the palette
paint the base object
paint the semi-transparent object
     for each pixel, read the frame-buffer value
     add the second object's palette value
     write the pixel back

Then, we must make sure the palette is cleverly laid out to guarantee that proper transparency colors are generated.

Fire

Fire can be simulated using a variety of techniques. It can be an animated sprite painted by hand, so it loops properly. Or, it can use 
some kind of 2D particle system (see Chapter 19, "Particle Systems," for more on particle systems). But in the 2D era, the word "fire" 
didn't really refer to the previous options. Fire was extensively used in menus, special effects, and so on using a cellular automata on the 
frame buffer. As you might already know, a cellular automata is an automata consisting of a number of cells running in parallel whose 



behavior is governed by neighboring cells. They have been used to simulate life, and in the '80s, they were the best way to create fire.

Essentially, the effect consists of defining an area that will work as the fire emitter. This could be the bottom of the screen, some text, a 
drawing, and so on. Then, each frame pixel belonging to the emitter is initialized to the pure white fire color. This made each pixel in the 
emitter glow and flicker. All that was needed were some flames, which is what the cellular automata did. Let's consider each pixel as a 
cell in our automata, continuously executing the following algorithm (assume we are working on pixel (x,y)):

color(x,y) = (color (x,y+1) + color (x+1,y+1) + color (x-1,y+1))/3

This rather minimal routine simply computes a pixel's new color as the average of the colors of the three pixels below it. This makes fire 
rise above the emitter, and because the emitter's colors are somewhat random, the averages inherit this randomness and produce a 
somewhat chaotic living effect.

Fire was usually mapped on palletized modes. The palette was occupied entirely or in part with a gradient of colors suitable for fire, from 
whites to reds and oranges. Thus, averaging colors was really a process of averaging color indices. Here is a full example of a fire effect 
that is emitted by the bottom of the screen (y=SCREENY-1) and climbs vertically. I assume a 256-color palette, with the first entry being 
used for pure white colors, which fade to yellow, orange, red, and finally black as we traverse the palette.

// generate new sparks
for (int i=0;i<SCREENX/2;i++)
         {
         int x=rand()%SCREENX;
         int col=rand()%25;
         PutPixel(x,SCREENY-1,col);
         }

// recompute fire
for (int ix=0;ix<SCREENX;ix++)
         {
         for (int iy=0;iy<SCREENY;iy++)
                  {
                  unsigned char col=(GetPixel(ix-1,iy+1) + GetPixel(ix,iy+1) + GetPixel(

ix+1,iy+1)) / 3;
                  PutPixel (ix,iy,col);
                  }
         }

As you might have guessed, fire was an expensive effect, because it needed the whole screen to be recalculated at each frame. 
Sometimes the effect was confined to a specific area to avoid recalculating the whole screen and keep the focus on the fire-accessible 
area only.
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In Closing

Looking back at the techniques that made 2D games so popular, you cannot help but feel a sense of respect for the professionals that 
crafted them and admiration for those who still use these ideas today. Platforms were much harder to code back then.

On the other hand, this difficulty is what made coding so much fun: having to be creative to get a faster fade-in routine or simulate more 
colors than you actually had. It was all about challenges and creative people trying to confront them.
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